I AM REDEEMED VIDEO

- Refining takes immense pressure
- He his molding us into the image of Jesus Christ by refining
- No man is born a conqueror, he becomes one by choice
- We become a mighty weapon in His hand

THE MISSION

Four things to understand in the mission

1. The weapons the enemy wants to use against you
2. The strategy of the enemy
3. The supernatural weapons from God
4. God’s battle plan for purity

- You can never win this battle alone
- “Let us make man in His image…” - Genesis 1:26-27
- 60%-70% of men in church are in sexual bondage
- 20% - 30% of women in the church are in sexual bondage
- 50%-58% - of pastors are in sexual bondage
- Porn addiction and Sexual addiction are different
- Internet porn is unique is built for the hunter brain – arousal, searching, hunting to reach

NO REVIVAL IN THE CHURCH WITH PORN

An addiction – where you have tried to stop and you go further than you thought, spent more time and money than you thought you would, or been caught and have consequences and you keep doing the activity anyway. You made promises to quit and you can fulfill those promises, to yourself, to God or to your wife.

The church is in the sexual battle of its life. The enemy is trying to rob the church of its authority to be the moral salt and light in the world

TURNING POINT FOR AMERICA

- The Alfred Kinsey report
- Foundation of sex education structure and the laws in America
- This data led to the legalization of pornography
- Hugh Hefner was the follower of Kinsey and developed
SATAN’S MASTER PLAN

- Why human sexuality? Because man is created in God’s image and satan wants to destroy that, he want us to look like his image of selfishness.
- Biblical definition of sexual purity: Your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, so anything sexual outside of the marriage is out of bounds and is sin

THE NOOSE OF BONDAGE

(Story of cave diving)

The noose is composed of four things

1. The root of the bondage
   Rules over relationship

SUMMARY POINTS

- 70% of Christian men, struggling with sexual bondage, come from homes where rules override relationship.
- Sexual sin promises to serve and please, but only desires to dominate and destroy.
- In most cases, wounds are the root of sexual bondage.